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Introduction

Since the last meeting we have launched an API towards our Statbank and a
mobile version (still in beta versions).

The Statbank system and the API are fundamental parts of our dissemination,
as we use the statbank for dynamically publishing data through our main web
page (www.dst.dk) and for creating publications (using PX-Publ). The
’single source’ principle is an important part of our dissemination strategy.

http://www.statbank.dk (main databank)
http://api.statbank.dk (documentation for the API)
http://api/statbank.dk/console (help console for the API)
http://m.statbank.dk (mobile version of the statbank)

Some numbers for the statbank:
4000 maintables. 250000 users/ 3.5 mio. tables retrieved / 12 mio. page
views yearly (excl. the API and hosted sites).

Information

We use PC-Axis products in our main output database StatBank Denmark
(www.statbank.dk), which is a tailor made system. The StatBank is using the
Common Nordic Meta Model for holding data and metadata, and is using
PX-components for file conversions and table manipulations.
The new API is built on the components used in the new PX-Web, and we
cooperate in the developments of different parts of the PX-Web system.
We are using PX-Web 2008 for hosting data for some external customers,
but most of our external customers are using the statbank system for hosting
their data (we are hosting 14 sites beside www.statbank.dk at the moment).
What are your future plans (related to the programs)?

We expect to start implementing a new version of www.statbank.dk for desktop and tablets in 2015, but no final decisions are made yet. We expect take our mobile version out of beta during in November 2014.

We also have started a project concerning renewal of the programs for maintaining the statbank (creating and updating tables in the Common Nordic Meta Model, CNMM).

Something you would like to show or discuss at the meeting?

Our implementation of the API and our mobile version of the statbank http://m.statbank.dk (still beta)

How our API is used by other organisations
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